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Noble 625

Noble 625 Centre Cabin
Customers do not come any more knowledgeable than the Royal
Australian Navy, and they chose Noble to build boats for them.
What’s more, the hull design used is nearly identical to that of the
6.25 Centre Cabin.
Some boats get the centre cabin tag when the cabin is really just
a big centre console with wrap around sides, and others where
walking around the cabin needs two hands and sure footedness.
The Noble 6.25 is a real walk-around centre cabin.
The cabin has more space than most fore cabin boats yet the side decks are wide
enough for you to comfortably fish all round the boat.
The clever Noble hull
Few builders have achieved the double of a plate aluminium trailer boat that is
stable at rest – and that’s how boats are most of the time – and also delivers a top
class ride in rough water. Noble is one of the best of the few.
It took a complex hull to do it, balancing the astonishing 24 degree deadrise and
fine entry with double chines to give buoyancy in the right places. The hull gives a
super-soft ride into heavy seas, yet also tracks straight and resists bow-dipping in
heavy following seas. Another rare double!
The Noble 6.25 Centre Cabin is the boat to get you to the fish with speed and
comfort, and then give you a stable platform to fish from.
The genuine all-rounder
A well designed centre cabin is the most adaptable of trailer boats. It has rail
access for fishing, deck space for the family, and accommodation for overnighting.
That sums up the Noble 6.25 Centre Cabin.
The fully carpeted self draining deck gives fishermen a secure foothold and is
equally attractive for bare-footed children. They will love to travel sitting up
ahead of the cabin.
The cabin extends under the side and fore decks and provides longer beds than
most dedicated cabin boats.
Skipper and navigator are brilliantly protected by the large-area hardtop that
folds for towing or when parked at home. The hardtop and its rails are tough
enough to use as a roof rack.
Noble gives fishermen a good set of tools as standard: bait tank, catch tank, plenty
of rod sockets and deck wash. What fishermen and everyone else will love is the
vast amount of cockpit storage in side pockets and cave lockers.
Divers as well will love the 6.25. The raked, deep tread ladder gives easy
boarding, the open deck has the room they need for gearing up, and the cabin and
hardtop give them shelter.
Check the finish
Noble takes as much pride in the 6.25 as we hope you will. That’s why we spend
so much time and effort getting the finish right. You will notice that we coat the
surfaces other builders forget.
Specifications
Overall length:
Hull length:
Beam:
Hull weight:
Fuel capacity:
Power range:

6.50m
6.25m
2.40m
740kg
180l
115-200hp
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